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On Sunday 23rd January St
Faith’s boys competed in a
Virtual Gymnastics
competition which took the
place of the 4 piece nationals
originally scheduled to run in a
school in Surrey.

It was decided to boldly
attempt to run the same
competition virtually, with
teams competing in their own
schools and judges accessing
the gymnasts via Microsoft
teams.

Before Christmas the school
felt bound to pull out of
hosting, due to uncertainty
surrounding the forecasted
covid numbers. As one school
was due to travel from Belgium
it was deemed tricky to try to
reschedule on another date in
case that too became
compromised, leading to many
challenges for the international
team and their travel plans.

The judges wore their official
uniform and the gymnasts
lined up in front of the camera
before each discipline as if they
were presenting to the judge in
person. The judges spoke to
the gymnast over the video
connection and everything else
about competition etiquette
was respected although the
gym felt eerily empty without
the opponents in the room.
How did the St Faith's students
perform in this event? Read on
to find out more . . . . .
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All our boys could do was their
best, and hope that their
efforts were rewarded in the
overall rankings. Occasionally,
between events, the boys
glimpsed a competitor in
another gym around the world,
on one of the IPads set up to
support the competition
judges.
Mr North and Miss Butler
provided excellent coaching
and motivation while Mrs
North struggled with the
technology and keeping the
competition on track.
Sadly one or two members of
each team were unable to
participate due to illness and
we really missed their
customary committed
contributions.

Everything ran like clockwork
with all groups being able to
finish early and to go home for
a well earned break.
The presentation was recorded
later in the day and our boys
have now all received their
medals.
It was amazing, after a tightly
fought competition to retain all
3 team trophies, and to see
Ollie and Max in year 6 and 8
respectively be crowned
individual champions in U11
and U14 age groups.
Thanks to Mr Johnson and Mr
Mageean for all their help and
for Rachel Moore for ensuring
the competition could run in
school in the first place.
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